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Chapter 1 and 2 Study Guide

STAPLE VOCABULARY TO STUDY GUIDE
Directions. Write down 1 or 2 key words to help you understand each definition.
1. Ice Age (1204)
2. Migrate (5)
3. Mayas (5)
4. Aztecs (5)
5. Middle Ages (1209)
6. Renaissance (1214)
7. Christopher Columbus (21)
8. Amerigo Vespucci (23)
9. Ferdinand Magellan (23)
10. Conquistador (1198)
11. Missionary (1209)
12. Presidios (1213)
13. Mestizo (1209)
14. Mission (1209)
15. Joint- Stock Company (1206)
16. Royal Colony (1215)
17. Powhatan (45)
18. John Smith (45)
19. Puritan (1214)
20. Separatist (1216)
21. William Penn (57)
22. Quakers (57)

Using your notes, guided reading and book answer the following questions in COMPLETE SENTENCES:
23. Early migration to the Americas from Asia ended about 22,000 years ago because: (Notes #1)

24. By what means did the first people to arrive in the Americas support themselves? (Notes #1)

25. The development of complex societies in the Americas was first made possible by what? (Notes #1)

26. What did the Mayans and Aztecs develop? (Notes #1)

27. Which two Native American tribes developed irrigation systems? (Notes #1)

28. What did the Iroquois League create and what was unique about it? (Notes #1)

29. What did Native religious beliefs consist of? (Notes # 1)

30. During the Age of Exploration what were the 3 G’s? (Notes #1)

31. In 1492, what was Columbus’ plan that he presented to the Spanish Monarch? (Notes #2)

32. What was the main reason for Spanish exploration? (Notes #2)

33. In your own words what does it mean to colonize land? (Notes)

34. Why did mass numbers of Natives die as the Europeans populated the Caribbean Islands? (Notes #2)

35. What made up the main economic system for European-America? (Notes #2)

36. What was the Columbian Exchange? (Notes #2)

37. In your own words why was the Columbian Exchange vital to the growth of the Americas?

38. What were the French interested in establishing throughout the colonies? (Notes #3)

39. What attracted English settlers to the North American colonies? (Notes #3)

40. Where is Jamestown located and how did it get its name? (Notes #3)

41. Describe what happen during the “starving time” in Jamestown. (Notes #3)

42. What did the English settlers refer to as “brown gold” and why? (Notes #3)

43. Who made up the majority of workers in the colonies and where did they come from? (Notes #3)

44. Describe Bacon’s Rebellion. (Notes #3)

45. Why did the Puritans flee England and what colony did they establish? (Notes #4)

46. Where did Quakers settle and what are they known for? (Notes #4)

47. What makes the middle colonies different from Northern/Southern colonies? (Notes #4)

48. What 3 European countries established colonies in the Americas? (Notes #4)

